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Developed by ICAEW and PwC, and delivered in Arabic and English
exclusively by PwC’s Academy in the Middle East, this programme is
designed for school leavers and recent graduates, or any individual
with no formal training in accountancy.

Designed to cover the foundation knowledge and skills in accounting
and finance and to allow participants to develop and practice core
accounting and finance techniques. This course offers complete
training in all fundamental areas of accounting and finance and will
equip participants with the skills required to work effectively within
the accounting function of an organisation.

On completion of the qualification participants will have developed a
sound understanding of accounts preparation and analysis along
with the skills to use this knowledge in practise. Should the
candidates wish to continue their training in finance and
accountancy this programme will equip them to complete the ICAEW
CFAB (Certificate in Finance, Accounting and Business) or other
professional qualifications such as CPA, CMA and ACCA.

Delivered using a blend of lecturer led facilitation, practical
examples, business games and mock assessments this programme
will prepare participants for their final computer based MCQ
assessment which is incorporated into the final day of each module.



Modules description

Understanding
and Analysis of

Financial
Statements

Introduction to Finance and Accounts Preparation

The first stage of this module introduces participants to:

• The core components of the financial statements (statement of
financial position, income statement and cash flow statement)

• The interaction between the statement of financial position
(balance sheet) and income statement (profit and loss account)

The second stage of this module focuses on:

• The basics of debits and credits and ledger accounting
• Source documentation and books of prime entry
• The concept of a bank reconciliation
• Adjustments to accounting records and financial statements

Preparation and presentation of financial statements

Management Accounting

Participants are introduced to the differences between financial
accounts and management accounts, and the reasons for these
differences. Covering topics such as:

• The nature of the costs – fixed, variable, direct, indirect
• Business strategy – how to set a price
• Planning and budgeting – what is the difference
• The budgeting process (theory, creating, monitoring and re

forecasting a budget)
• Non-financial indicators

Project Appraisal

Participants will learn about the need for a formal approach to
Project decision making, and some of the techniques used,
including:

• Cost/benefit analysis
• Relevant costs and cash flows
• The time value of money
• Simple discounting
• Profit/accounting driven vs. cash driven measures
• Definition of an annuity, and how to use an annuity table

Understanding and Analysis of Financial Statements

Participants will learn the basic concepts of analysing and
interpreting the information included in financial statements, and
will:

• Work through a statement of financial position line by line
• Work through an income statement line by line

to gain an understanding of the key elements presented in the
financial statements, and what these numbers may show us

• Learn to use common terms used in analysis – e.g. EBITDA
• Analyse companies with and without ratios
• Understand techniques used to monitor performance



Assessment and Certification
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The assessments are computer based, and include multiple choice style questions. All assessments will be taken
under controlled conditions (invigilated by PwC staff). The assessments should be completed on the last day of each
module.

On successful completion of all assessments the participant will receive the Accounting Skills Certificate (ICAEW)

Module Weighting (%) Number of Questions Assessment Duration

1. Introduction to Finance and
Accounts Preparation

50 40 2 hours

2. Management Accounting
and Project Appraisal

35 30 1.5 hours

3. Understanding and Analysis
of Financial Statements

15 15 45 minutes

100



About PwC’s Academy

PwC’s Academy is the educational business of PwC. Our goal is to help improve the knowledge, skills, competence and expertise
of our people in finance and business; to help organisations across the region grow and retain their talent. Our foundation is our
team of expert professionals who convey their wealth of knowledge and the practical experience they have gained within leading
organisations around the world.

PwC’s Academy is committed to supporting the sustainable growth of local talent across the region. Our expanding Academy
currently operates across the Middle East from six countries: UAE, Oman, Egypt, Lebanon, Qatar and Saudi Arabia. PwC’s
Academies in the Middle East are part of a growing network of Academies present in over 30 countries worldwide. We offer a
variety of training courses covering financial competencies, management skills and professional qualifications. Our courses are
based on the best practices of PwC Global and the individual experiences of our experts. We constantly adapt our courses to meet
the needs of modern business, customising them to our client’s requirements and assisting our clients in reaching their
organisational training and strategic objectives.

PwC’s Academy’s global network of professionals sets us apart from other providers. We communicate constantly, exchange best
practice, ideas and experience. We take this knowledge and evolve our courses to meet the ever-changing needs of modern
businesses and their people in the region; this way we make sure that we are providing the very best training programmes for our
clients, our students and their sponsors.
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PwC helps organisations and individuals create the value they’re looking for. We’re a network of firms in 157 countries with more than
184,000 people who are committed to delivering quality in assurance, tax and advisory services. Tell us what matters to you and find
out more by visiting us at www.pwc.com.

Established in the Middle East for 40 years, PwC has firms in Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Oman, the
Palestinian territories, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, with around 2,700 people. (www.pwc.com/middle-east)
© 2014 PwC. All rights reserved

PwC refers to the PwC network and/or one or more of its member firms, each of which is a separate legal entity. Please see

www.pwc.com/structure for further details.


